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Zebrafish larvae as young as five days post-fertilization already exhibit a rich repertoire of innate
behaviors enable them to explore the world, maintain their position in a changing environment,
hunt, escape from threatening stimuli, and more making them attractive models to study behavior
in the lab. Current state-of-the-art zebrafish behavior classification techniques depend on identifying
complex kinematic features in order to classify the data, and thus cannot be applying in experiments
where such features cannot be calculated. Taking advantage of an existing large dataset of millions
of zebrafish movements across a wide range of stimuli, this project focuses on studying how deep
learning techniques can be used to improve current state-of-the-art zebrafish behavior analysis meth-
ods. Here we created a set of behavior classifiers that achieve robust classification of the zebrafish
locomotor repertoire using only some of the tracking data without the need for kinematic feature
calculation. Based on different types of input information, several deep classification networks are
proposed. The proposed networks are optimized evaluating their capacity for achieving a robust
featureless behavior classification across different input types, architectures and activation func-
tions. Results show that it possible to achieve robust featureless behavior classification of zebrafish
movements using all the different input types. In addition, results reveal that in this context using
more complex network architectures does not increase the classification performance but combining
different information sources helps improve the classification accuracy though slightly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The brain is the most complex organ in the human
body and despite many efforts we still do not yet fully
understand how it works. Unlike current artificial intel-
ligence algorithms, which can only handle a single task,
the brain handles several complex functions such as sen-
sory perception, planning, motion execution and learn-
ing. Despite its complexity, the nervous system has one
main purpose, to produce behaviors. As behavior is fun-
damental to understand the function of the brain, it is
instructive to look toward what has been studied in re-
gard to animal behavior. Therefore I turn to ethology,
the study of animal behavior under natural conditions;
a prime tenet of ethology states that the brain produces
meaningful behaviors through the organization of sim-
ple and stereotyped movement primitives into complex
sequences [1]. Literature suggests that these movement
primitives can be produced by dedicated neuronal cir-
cuits and thus, the resulting behavior could be explained
by the transitions between the activation of said circuits
[2]. As such, studying the brain’s final output, the behav-
ior that an animal produces, and identifying and charac-
terizing the simple motor primitives can help understand-
ing how the brain and its underlying mechanisms work.

In order to fully test this idea, the field needs animal
models that have complex behaviors that can be stud-
ied in the lab, an tools that provide good access to the
nervous system of the animal. Zebrafish larvae are small
transparent animals that can perform complex innate be-
haviors. Because these larvae are small, and the skull and
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brain are transparent to light, it is possible to image the
neuronal activity across the entire brain with single cell
resolution. In addition, the larvae can be easily tracked
in a lab environment and their movements have natu-
ral separations, making zebrafish larvae an ideal animal
model to study the relationship between behavior output
and its underlying brain activity.

Larval zebrafish behavior has been studied in the lab
for decades, and recently with the improvements in dig-
ital recording and storage of video data, many datasets
pertaining to their behavior have become available. The
work described by Marques et al.[3] in the Vision to Ac-
tion Lab created what is currently the most complete
description of the zebrafish’s locomotor repertoire, open-
ing the door to a refined study of the neural control of the
zebrafish larvae motion and its underlying motor circuits.

a. Motivation While the approach of Marques has
produced a powerful description of larval zebrafish be-
havior, it has a major drawback for further use: the
complexity of the behavior-classification pipeline. In or-
der to classify a movement into one of the possible types,
Marques converts the tail movements into 73 kinematic
parameters that are projected to a 4D space via PCA
where the classification label is attributed via KNN. This
approach identifies 13 unique types, which the fish have
been confirmed to perform.

This complex pipeline is not ideal for a fast real-time
movement identification, which is key for mapping the
relationship between the current movement of the larvae
and the neuronal activity in the brain via closed loop
stimulation. In addition, sometimes is not possible to
obtain the tail angle and position data needed to be able
to accurately classify the data, leading to a lack of utility
of this approach for the field.
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b. Goals of the Project I will address these short-
comings by taking advantage of the Marques dataset;
this project will focus on studying how deep learning
techniques can be used to improve current state of the
art zebrafish behavior analysis methods. The aim of this
project is to create a set of classifiers that achieve ro-
bust classification of the zebrafish locomotor repertoire
in accordance to the work of [3], using only some of the
tracking data used by Marques and colleagues, but with-
out the need for any kinematic feature calculation and
without using any dimensionality reduction techniques.
This will open the door to real-time classification of bout
identity across different experimental conditions.

II. BACKGROUND

As the main focus of this work is the behavior of larval
zebrafish, it is important to review how machine learning
tools have been used in the past to improve the descrip-
tion of such behaviors.

Since zebrafish larva’s movements have a natural seg-
mentation, most of the literature describing the ze-
brafish’s locomotor repertoire revolves around identify-
ing kinematically distinct categories of swim bouts. One
of the first descriptions of zebrafish’s locomotor reper-
toire was created by Budick and O’Malley in [4]. The
work consisted on using high-speed cameras to film lar-
vae responding to several stimuli such as light flashes or
feeding. The footage was then manually annotated and
different features of motion such as the ”Head–tail an-
gle” or the “Bend mid-point” were measured for each
frame during the movements. The team showed larvae
use different kinematic parameters to respond to different
stimuli and the features defined in this work, became the
standard kinematic features of the zebrafish’s locomotor
repertoire.

By analyzing the evolution of the kinematic parame-
ters of the zebrafish larva motion over feeding and slow
movement behaviors, [4] describes how the larva is ca-
pable of fine axial motor control revealing an unforeseen
complexity of the descending motor control pathways in
zebrafish.

Manual labeling techniques are both laborious and lim-
ited in scope for high-throughput behavioral screens. In
an effort to speed up the data labeling process Mirat et al.
created ZebraZoom[5], a toolbox that uses known kine-
matic parameters to classify the zebrafish larvae behavior
into forward swims, routine turns and escape responses.
ZebraZoom’s classification architecture consisted of two
consecutive SVMs. The first classified the data as either
a forward swim or any other movement type. The data
that was not classified as being a forward swim would be
sorted as either a routine turn or an escape response by
the second SVM. While this two step classification can
be efficiently applied to large datasets, it lacks flexibil-
ity when confronted with behaviors that it has not been
trained on.

ZebraZoom, while being a good way of classifying a
limited set of behaviors, falls short when other behaviors
not trained are being performed. Using an unsupervised
approach might help to correct this. In fact, the work
of Marques et al [3]showed how unsupervised clustering
methods can be used to reveal new structures in the data
without any prior knowledge how the data should be sep-
arated. In this work, the group gathered several million
samples of zebrafish movements across a wide range of
contexts like spontaneous swimming, prey capture, so-
cial interactions and predator avoidance.

This enormous collection of samples combined with a
robust clustering algorithm exposed the existence of thir-
teen bout types. In these 13 bout types, the algorithm
indicated the existence of seven previously described bout
types and revealed six new movement types.

Figure 1. Analysis pipeline of the two-stage clustering ap-
proach used to identify and classify bout types. The first
clustering step is marked in green, and the second clustering
step is highlighted in red. Adapted from [3].

As described in Figure 1, the algorithm started from
the evolution of the tail data over time during the larva’s
movement, and an array of 73 kinematic parameters was
calculated for each bout. These arrays of kinematic pa-
rameters were then projected via PCA to a 4D space
where it was clustered using a new density-based algo-
rithm called clusterdv [6]. Because this clustering al-
gorithm can make reliable unsupervised estimations of
the number of the density-based clusters across several
datasets, the team was able to reliably pool the data
representing the same behavior over different contexts.

The similarity between the set of all clusters generated
by the first classification was used to embed the clusters
into a lower dimensional space using t-SNE [? ] where
they were clustered once again using the same algorithm,
repeatedly producing a space with 13 density peaks that
define the center of the cluster for each one of the bout
types. An example movement for each bout type can be
found in Figure 2

Figure 2. Sequence of tail postures associated with the bout
nearest to the centroid of each cluster. Adapted from [3]
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III. DATASET

The dataset produced by Marques et al. is a collection
of 3.640 experiments containing a library of 3.233.374
bouts, distributed across 1.151 files for a total of 480 GB
of data. This data consists of the information produced
by the tracking software, all the kinematic parameters
of movement used by the classifier described in [3], the
classification results, information about the stimulation
protocols used and all metadata indicating when each
movement occurred during the experiment.

A. Animal Posture

One of biggest advantages of the zebrafish larva as an
animal model in neuroscience is its transparent body and
small size that allow imaging the whole brain at single
cell resolution at the same time. In these preparations,
the larvae are restrained with a small drop of agarose
while the tail and eyes are free to respond to the stimuli.
Restraining the larva will render any trajectory-based
classification networks useless since the position of the
animal in the arena will always be the same.

Also, the source of information for most features de-
fined by Marques et al. are the tail angles and how they
change over time. In this dataset, for each movement the
larva makes, the position and angle of seven segments
along its tail were recorded.

This dynamic system with seven inputs evolving in
time with a visible internal structure presents itself as
a good case for studying deep learning models. Since tail
bouts have a stereotypical duration, I chose to focus first
on feedforward network, although recurrent architecture
could be considered in the future. As such, instead of
presenting the data as seven concurrent signals evolving
in time, the input of the network is a vectorized snapshot
of the movement as can be seen in Figure 3

Figure 3. Vector representation of a bout. Top figure rep-
resents the data as a multidimensional time series. Bottom)
Unidimensional vector representing the movement, created by
the consecutive concatenation of the multidimensional time
series.

Using t-SNE to visualize this high-dimensional data, in

Figure 4 it is possible to see that there is a natural order
in the data, even without using the kinematic features of
the movement.

Figure 4. t-SNE embedding of 500 random points per class.
Each color represents a class, according the previous nomen-
clature.

Movements that have similar dynamics, that evolve
with comparable amplitude and shape are close to each
other creating groups of bout types such as forward slow-
moving movements where AS (cyan), Slow 1 (light blue)
and Slow 2 (dark blue) cluster together.

Another group of bout types that it is very easy to
identify is the one where movements have a first beat with
bigger amplitude than all the consecutive beats where
we can find O-bends (purple), SAT (lavender), RT (dark
green) and HAT (light green).

Despite the lack of physical meaning for the axis in this
embedding, the spatial distribution of the points repre-
sents how similar they are between each other. The clus-
ters of points formed by elements of different classes, as
the one found around (−15, 40), indicate that there are
points from several that share a similar shape. In ad-
dition, almost every class has a considerable amount of
points randomly spread across the space. These inconsis-
tencies in the embedding reveal that the dataset contains
notably large amounts of poor quality data that, if used
as training data in this project, can cause the classifier
to perform poorly.

B. Animal Trajectory

The data acquired by Marques et al. used to create
this complex description of the zebrafish larvae’s loco-
motor repertoire was collected using a custom tracking
system that is not widely available across the research
community.

Nonetheless, any tracking system must output the po-
sition of the target over time. If one can create a network
that is able to classify the movements based only on the
trajectory of the animal over time, the work of Marques
et al. [3] could possibly be used in data created elsewhere.
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Owing to the stereotypy of tail movements that propel
the animal forward, it is reasonable to assume that the
animal’s trajectories during movement would be stereo-
typed as well. By subtracting the initial positions of all
(x, y) coordinates of the larva’s center of mass and rotat-
ing them according to the initial orientation relative to
the arena, it is possible to visualize that such stereotyped
trajectories do indeed exist.

C. Improving the dataset by automatically
detecting noisy tail movements

This large collection of movements was acquired over
the course of several years on evolving setups. Changes
in illumination conditions, proximity of the camera to
the arena, and different materials for the arenas all con-
tribute to the general quality of the dataset. It is possi-
ble to see that the quality of the samples varies greatly
across the bout collection, without any apparent link be-
tween the type of experiment and experimental setup to
the quality of the bout. In Figure 5, despite the degraded
quality of the signal, it is still possible to see that a move-
ment was clearly detected.
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Figure 5. Noisy bout.

The beginning and end of the movements in the dataset
were identified by tracking sudden changes in the angle
values. Because of this, spiky or noisy data originated
from tracking errors can sometimes be identified as a
bout. Figure 6 shows an example of random noise that
was identified as a bout.

Unlike the errors in the larva’s trajectory that can be
easily picked out by a simple analysis of the instantaneous
speed, errors caused by failures in either the tracking or
the bout detection algorithms produce changes in the tail
angles that share some structural similarities with valid
larva movements. These common properties complicate
the task of setting threshold values for manually selected
features. Nonetheless, there are patterns and structures
in the properties between valid and invalid movements
that machine learning tools can learn and use to discrim-
inate between high and low quality tail movements.
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Figure 6. Noise identified as a bout.
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Figure 7. Low quality bout classifier

To take advantage of this, I decided to develop a clas-
sifier for the binary task of differentiating between high
and low quality tail movements, described in the upcom-
ing sections. As depicted in Figure 7, our classifier is
a feedforward network composed of four fully connected
layers whose weights can be adjusted. The network input
is the cumulative sum of the seven first tail angles over
hundred frames, the angle for each time point is fed into
one of the network’s 100 input neurons.

Since I am looking for a binary classification regarding
the quality of our sample, where 1 indicates a bad sample
and 0 a good sample, the network’s final layer has just
a single neuron. The remaining three fully connected
layers have 50 neurons each. The ReLU non-linearity
is applied to the output of every fully-connected layer
with the exception of the final one where the data is
normalized through the usage of a sigmoidal activation
function.

1. Using Active Learning to boost classification performance

Given the complexity, variability and substantial im-
balances in class representation, it would require thou-
sands or even tens of thousands of manually labeled data
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points in order to train a classifier that achieves good
classification performance without discarding rarer bout
types by default.

This would not be a problem if there was a simple
mathematically defined way to automatically label and
evaluate the data, as there would be no need to build
such a complex classifier. But the reality is that the
only way to be highly confident if a movement was good
or bad is to look at it and compare it to the abstract
notion of a clean, realistic and biologically feasible signal
that one can only obtain by examining countless other
movements.

This imposes a time cost on labeling each one of the
3.191.020 tail movements; nonetheless I have set out to
train a well performing classifier. Naturally the follow-
ing question arises: Which samples must be manually
labeled to maximize the performance of the model while
constraining the task of labeling new instances to the
minimum amount possible? One possible answer to this
question comes from the field of AL.

Within the AL framework, the algorithm is given the
possibility to choose the data from which it learns, max-
imizing in theory the information it extracts from each
sample and performing better with less training. AL is
a useful tool in more sophisticated supervised learning
tasks where acquiring new labeled instances is a very dif-
ficult and time-consuming tasks. One example of such a
task can be found in the field of speech recognition where
it can take expert linguists up to ten times the duration
of an audio sample to annotate all the words contained
in it [7].

The way AL systems overcome the bottleneck of hav-
ing a limited number of labeled samples is by carefully
selecting data from the large pool of unlabeled samples
and querying the oracle (e.g. a human annotator) for the
correct label. By carefully selecting the correct unlabeled
samples the algorithm achieves high performance in its
task with few labeled samples as possible, keeping the
cost number of manually labeled points to a minimum.

In this work, I used the Pool-Based Sampling strategy
[8] that has been applied to many real-world machine
learning problems ranging from text classification [9] to
speech recognition [10] and cancer diagnosis [11].

machine 
learning 
model

select queries

labeled 
training 

set

oracle
[e.g. human 
annotator]

unlabeled 
pool

train model

Figure 8. Basic pool-based sampling active learning cycle

This strategy assumes that there is a small set of la-

beled data L and a large pool of unlabeled data U , which
is a common scenario in today’s big data problems where
large collections of unlabeled data are gathered faster
than curators can verify and label the data. In pool-
based sampling, queries are selectively drawn from the
unlabeled data pool U following some greedy policy re-
lated to an informativeness measure that is used to eval-
uate all samples in U . As described in Figure 8, the usual
pool-based sampling AL cycle starts by creating a small
set of labeled data L out of the large pool on unlabeled
data U . A machine learning model is trained on the task
at hand and it is used to evaluate all samples in U .

The result of the evaluation is then used to calculate
some measure of the usefulness of each unlabeled sample
that the learning algorithm uses to select which samples
are going to be queried to the oracle. After the oracle
labels the selected data, the newly labeled data is sim-
ply added to the label set L that the learner will use to
improve its model, leveraging its new knowledge.

2. Active Learning Performance

From all the 3.191.020 samples, three sets were created
to train and evaluate the classifier. In the first iteration of
the algorithm, the labeled set L, which is the training set
of the classifier is composed of 7.491 randomly sampled
bouts. To adjust hyperparameters of the classifier and
to ensure that it is not overfitting to the training data,
there is also a test set of 1873 randomly sampled bouts
not belonging to the training set.

Finally, to evaluate the classifier’s performance dis-
criminating smooth continuous tail movements from
noisy data across all 26 classes and for good and bad
bouts, there is also a validation set composed of 50 sam-
ples per class for both good and bad bouts not belonging
to either of the two previously mention sets. At every
iteration of the active learner, the classifier was trained
using the data from the labeled set L, and the all sam-
ples in the unlabeled set U were classified. 3000 points
from the unlabeled set U were selected to manually la-
beled by a human. Once the data was manually labeled,
it was added the training set L and the process repeated
following the algorithm in Figure 8.

The active learner cycle was stopped after four itera-
tions after the fourth iteration the performance on cor-
rectly classifying the validation set consistently kept de-
grading. This was determined as the samples around the
0.5 confidence range getting extremely difficult to label in
a consistent way between good and bad samples and, the
classifier making so few mistakes in the high-confidence
regions (0.0 to 0.05 and 0.95 to 1.0) that it was requir-
ing looking through several hundreds of samples to find
a misclassified example.

In Figure 9 we can see how the classifier’s performance
in predicting the validation set progressed as the active
learner evolved. Here it is possible to visualize how the
performance of the classifier started around 84.6%, peak-
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Figure 9. Progression of the classifier’s performance as the
active learner evolved

ing at 93.5% by the end of the second iteration, just to
steadily drop to 89.1% on the fourth iteration. One of
the reasons I believe caused the performance to decrease
was the fact that the difficulties in reliably labeling sam-
ples in the 0.5 range was causing similar samples to be
labeled to different classes adding more noise to the algo-
rithm than helpful information. Nonetheless, even with
the classification accuracy decreasing, the classifier was
still improving in another metrics.

Figure 9 shows the evolution of the classifier’s perfor-
mance over the 4 iterations the active learner ran for.
Here we can track the dynamics of the model’s accuracy,
specificity, sensitivity and precision. It’s clearly possible
to see that despite the model’s sensitivity continuously
increasing, the overall performance of the classifier starts
degrading after the second iteration. With this is mind I
decided to freeze the classifier at the second iteration of
the AL algorithm as this seems to be a good compromise
between all metrics and maximizes accuracy.

By the end of the AL process, low quality bout classi-
fier accuracy increased by 10.5%, the specificity 10.8% ,
the sensitivity 9.7% and the precision 13%.
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Figure 10. Accuracy on the validation set per movement class.

In Figure 10 we can see how the classifier’s accuracy
evolved during the AL process discriminated by move-
ment type.

For each bout class, the bar plot on the represents the
movements for the left and the right bar plot movements
to the right. The outlined plot is the classifier’s accu-

racy before the AL and the plot without the lines is the
performance after the second iteration of the AL where
accuracy was maximum.

Overall, the classifier’s performance improved for all
classes never having an accuracy lower than 83% and
improving over 25% for some bout types. The only bout
type whose performance did not improve was the LLC
bout type where the accuracy on detecting low quality
samples in the data dropped by 8.7%.

The low quality bout classifier successfully manages to
discriminate between high quality and low quality sam-
ples across a wide range of possible sources of data con-
tamination.

a. Animal Posture Dataset Results By comparing
the two-dimensional embedding of the vectored tail an-
gles over time on the clean dataset in Figure 11 right
panel, and the same embedding for the original dataset,
Figure 11 left panel, there is a striking difference on
the quality of the data that originated this new space.
The new embedding shows almost no points randomly
spread across the space, and the identifiable families of
bout types that appeared before have become even more
clearly isolated and organized. Movements such as the
BS (orange), LLC (yellow) , SLC (red) have now been
organized into two groups one for each direction of mo-
tion which didn’t happen in the original data.

Figure 11. t-SNE embeddings of 500 random points per class
after data cleaning.

b. Animal Trajectory Dataset The quality of the
trajectory dataset has massively improved as well.
Though there are some erroneous trajectories in the new
dataset, the trajectories seem to generally follow stereo-
typed paths in space, creating a much cleaner mean tra-
jectory per class, as can be seen in Figure 12.

IV. BEHAVIORAL CLASSIFIER
OPTIMIZATION

Increasing the complexity of a network’s architecture
tends to increase its performance, as adding more neu-
rons or layers increments the degrees of freedom the net-
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Figure 12. Mean trajectory per class on the clean dataset.

work has, allowing it to learn more complex expressions
in the data.

However, increasing the network’s complexity also in-
creases training time, as more computations need to per-
formed every training iteration. Other issues such as
overfitting arise, since these new degrees of freedom allow
the network to increase its performance by “memorizing”
the input data. Working with even deeper networks also
introduces other problems to training, requiring the im-
plementation of techniques to fight vanishing gradients
for the network to be able to improve with training. Fi-
nally, there is also the problem of having the hardware
necessary to train such complex networks. As the com-
plexity of the architecture increases so do the resources
required to store and compute all operations of training
and prediction steps.
a. Simple Architecture The simplest network archi-

tecture possible is a single layer of fully connected neu-
rons linking the input to the output layers, as shown
in Figure 13. The simplicity of this network provides
a baseline performance that we can use to compare to
other, more complex, network architectures.

In addition, if such simple network architecture proves
able to achieve high classification performance, then it
will be able to be used in almost any hardware.

Figure 13. Simple network architecture

b. Ramp Architecture Since the inputs used in this
project are so high-dimensional, one could imagine that
the network will not be able to learn all interesting struc-

tures in the data in just a single layer of operations.
Based on the encoding section of autoencoder net-

works, the design of the second network is intended to
enable the network to learn more complex patterns by
adding more layers. At the same tine, the ever-shrinking
layer size should mitigate overfitting problems that arise
with the added depth by forcing the network to discard
information between layers.

As Figure 14 depicts, at each layer, this architecture
decreases the number of neurons by half until it reaches
the size of the output layer.

Figure 14. Ramp network architecture

c. Deep Architecture The third and final network we
will test in this project is the most complex of all.

Inspired by the convolution followed by pooling pat-
tern of convolutional neural networks, the design of this
network extends the previously described Ramp network
architecture by adding more fully connected layers of the
same size, before reducing the number of neurons in the
layer again.

Let s be the input size. After the input, the network
will have another layer of size s, followed by 3 layers of

size
s

2
, finishing with 4 layers of size

s

3
, before the final

output layer, as shown in Figure 15.
The goal of this architecture is to test if having more

layers of the same size before forcing the network to
shrink and discard information can improve its perfor-
mance, perhaps by enabling the network to learn advan-
tageous patterns at different scales.

Figure 15. Deep network architecture

Given the variability of the network architectures and
input sizes, we decided to test the tanh and ReLU activa-
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tion functions for all networks and see how they influence
the final performance.

Due to the high number of tunable parameters, the
Dropout regularization technique was used to mitigate
overfitting in the networks. Dropout was applied with
the same rate to every layer of the networks with the
exception of the input layer.
d. Training Methodology In order to have a more

methodical evaluation of the classification performance
across the different networks, every network was trained
using the same conditions. All networks were trained for
150 epochs, using the Adam [12] optimizer.

The training conditions where set as follows:

• Loss Function: The networks were trained to
minimize the cross-entropy loss. This loss function
measures the performance of a classification model
whose output is a probability value between 0 and
1. As the predicted probability diverges from the
actual label the loss increases. A perfect model
would have a logloss function of 0.

In a multiclass classification scenario, we calculate
a separate loss for each class label per observation
and sum the result,

−
M∑
c=1

yo,c log (po,c), (1)

where M is the number of classes, y a binary indi-
cator if class label c is the correct classification for
observation o and p predicted probability observa-
tion.

• Dataset Splitting: The validation and test sets
both contain 200 randomly selected samples of each
class and the training set contains all the remaining
samples.

• Batch Generation: To prevent any possible bias
related to unbalance between classes, every epoch
a new batch of 400 randomly selected samples per
class was generated.

V. RESULTS

The work of Marques and colleagues relied on simulta-
neously tracking both the tail movement and position
of the larva in order to classify behavioral data. As
described in Chapter III, there are several applications
where this approach is not feasible, either because the
fish is restrained in agarose and thus not moving around
in the arena, or because the behavior recording setup
may not have enough spatial resolution to resolve the
tail with sufficient detail to track its different segments.
The focus of this work revolves around the capability of
different network architectures to accurately classify the

same dataset, given different input sources. Hence, fac-
tors, such training time or number of epochs used, should
not be considered in this Chapter.

The choice of activation functions affect the perfor-
mance of the network. Before conducting an extensive
optimization of all hyperparameters, the performance of
all network architectures was tested with a small subset
of the parameters to assess whether there were any sig-
nificant differences between using either ReLU or tanh
activation functions.

Figure 16. Relative perfomance when using tanh vs ReLU. By
plotting the performance using the hyperbolic tangent in one
axis and using the ReLU in the other, networks that perform
with equal accuracy in both cases should be on the diago-
nal line and the farther they move away from the diagonal,
the bigger the difference between the results of the activation
functions is.

As depicted in Figure 16, the results of this test re-
veal that, for this particular task, the hyperbolic tangent
outperforms the ReLU in most networks. When this is
not the case, the difference in performance can be consid-
ered insignificant. Having chosen the hyperbolic tangent
as the better-suited activation function, the remaining
network optimizations were conducted.

Figure 17 describes how the accuracy in the classifi-
cation task evolved with different dropout levels for the
trajectory only dataset, Figure 18 describes how the ac-
curacy in the classification task evolved with different
dropout levels for the posture only dataset, Figure 19 de-
scribes how the accuracy in the classification task evolved
with different dropout levels for the combined network
with both posture and trajectory dataset.

First, similar classification accuracy can be achieved
regardless of the chosen input source, with the best result
for the ’trajectory dataset’ being 86.06% and the ’tail an-
gles only dataset’ 84.41%. Using both input sources, the
best performance achieved was around 88.17%. Having
such similar results across the different inputs demon-
strates that these networks can be deployed in a wide
range of applications studying larval zebrafish behavior,
despite embedding of the larva or a lack of information
about tail angles.

Considering most of the features defined by Marques
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Figure 17. Evolution of classification accuracy with dropout
on trajectory dataset.
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Figure 18. Evolution of classification accuracy with dropout
on posture dataset.

and colleagues were calculated using information from
the tail angles, it was surprising to see that the net-
works based solely on tail data were outperformed by
the trajectory-based one. This difference in performance
could be due to the tendency of overfitting that the tra-
jectory based networks clearly demonstrate, causing a
failure to generalize in the test set.

The use of the regularization technique Dropout im-
proved the accuracy of all networks independently of
the input source and reduced overfitting. This validates
the need for using such techniques in networks with a
large number of tunable parameters. The tests confirmed
our expectation that for high Dropout values the perfor-
mance of all networks would be degraded as more neu-
rons in the network are disabled. Nonetheless, across the
different input sources and Dropout values tested, the
Simple network, designed to set a baseline accuracy, was
mostly able to be in par with the other more complex ar-
chitectures. Furthermore, it outperformed them for high
Dropout values, showing an increased robustness when
compared to the others. The Deep network architecture,
on the other hand, which should have been able to model
more complex structures in the data, was highly suscep-
tible to Dropout. It rapidly changed from overfitting to
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Figure 19. Evolution of classification accuracy with dropout
on posture plus trajectory dataset.

underfitting and failed to accurately predict the classes.
The Ramp network, inspired by the encoder part of au-
toencoder networks, proved to be the most stable and
consistent network across the different inputs.

Looking at the performance across networks and input
sources, it appears that the performances of the networks
were all capped around 90%. The fact that a combina-
tion of both input sources produced a higher accuracy
than each input source individually suggests that these
basic features may not be sufficient to describe the full
known locomotor repertoire of the larval zebrafish. Al-
ternatively, this ceiling may suggest that there are in-
consistently labeled samples in the dataset, which are
preventing further improvement of the networks.

Nonetheless, considering the substantial differences in
the quality of data coming from particular classes , there
may be one or more classes that the networks are repeat-
edly failing to classify, due to the inclusion of unrepre-
sentative samples. If the performance of the network is
indeed impacted by particular classes, that should be-
come apparent when looking at the confusion matrix,
that summarizes with count values the correct and in-
correct predictions broken down by each class.

Since all networks are correctly classified the data
across all classes, another possible justification for this
ceiling effect is, that when the dataset labels were split
into left and right, the data was not separated properly.
If the metric used to discriminate between left and right
was wrong, it would be expected that for a given bout,
the second most probable class would be the same type of
bout in the opposite direction. Looking at the confusion
matrices reveals that, despite existing some cases where
movements were classified as being from the correct type
but different direction, there are not enough movements
bring down the classification accuracy that much.

However, one pattern of sample misclassification was
evident. Slow1 (light blue) both left and right ver-
sions, when misclassified tend to be labeled as AS (cyan).
Similarly, J-Turns (coral), HAT (light green), RT (dark
green), SAT (lavender) and O-bends (purple) are re-
currently being misclassified and attributed to classes
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within this group. The same occurs between BS (or-
ange), LLC (yellow) and SLC (red). In reference to Fig-
ure 11 in Chapter III, these groups are the main clusters
that showed up in the t-SNE embedding, signifying that
points in these classes are, in fact, similar to each other.
One possible explanation for the underlying structure in
this label misclassification is that these are points at the
borders of the regions defining the classes in the work of
Marques and colleagues. This pattern of misclassification
was somewhat excepted.

A final look at the confusion matrices reveals that
SCS(gray) and LCS(black), are consistently the classes
with the worst accuracy. These types of movements are
extreme rare as they only occurs when the animal is feed-
ing. This behavior can only be present in a very small
subset of the experiments but there is no context informa-
tion preventing the classifier from attributing this labels
to any bout. One possible justification for this error is
then that a significant portion of the movements labeled
as SCS(gray) or LCS(black) are in fact originated from
low-quality samples that could not fit in any other classes
and thus the original classification algorithm that set the
ground truth decided to put such samples in one of these
to classes.

VI. CONCLUSION

Taking advantage of the collection of several million
samples of zebrafish larva movements across different
contexts, in this work, we used deep artificial neural net-
works to achieve a featureless classification of the ze-

brafish larva locomotor repertoire in accordance to the
work of Marques and colleagues, which is the most com-
plete description of the larva’s behavior to date.

From this work originate three different ANNs that
can accurately classify the zebrafish larvae movement us-
ing only information from the tail movements, the tra-
jectory of the animal as it moves or both at the same
time. This is a big advancement for the field since cur-
rent classification techniques require complex computa-
tions to extract the features that enable the classification
prohibiting its use in fast real-time movement identifica-
tion applications, which are key for mapping the relation-
ship between the current movement of the larvae and the
neuronal activity in the brain via closed loop stimulation.

In addition, since the networks created in this work
have distinct input modalities, they can be used to clas-
sify the data in cases where it was not possible to gather
all the information to compute the features of motion,
such as when the larva is restrained or when the video
acquisition tools don’t offer enough spatial resolution to
accurately track all points along the larva’s tail.

In order to train the behavior classification networks,
the original dataset where all the movements came from
had to be cleaned since it contained substantial amounts
of low-quality samples. In order to clean the dataset,
a deep binary classifier was created to automatically de-
tect the low-quality samples over the entire dataset. This
tool can be deployed again in the future as a preprocess-
ing step in more complex analysis pipelines, to help the
research community identify meaningful zebrafish larvae
movements in their datasets.
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